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1 Glossary, Abbreviations & Definitions
Table 1: List of acronyms, abbreviations, and technical terminology
Terminology / Acronym /
Abbreviation
“Ofgem”
APRS

CAPEX
CLNR

CML
ComEd
DECC
DNO

ED1 (as used in RIIO-ED1)
EELG
EHV

ENMAC
EPN
HFCT
HV

ICL
IED
IFI

LPN
LRE
LV
MPAN
NGN
NPg
OPEX
PD
PLE
RIIO
RTU
SCADA
SPN
TEV
UKPN
WPC
XLPE
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Definition
UK Office of Gas and Electricity Markets
Automated Power Restoration System
A module of General Electric’s PowerOn distribution management system that is
responsible for automated HV switching to restore power to customers
immediately following an outage.
Capital Expenditure
Customer Led Network Revolution
Northern Powergrid’s tier two project undertaken as a part of the Low Carbon
Networks fund.
Customer Minutes Lost
Commonwealth Edison
Department of Energy and Climate Change
Distribution Network Operator
Refers to the network owners (e.g. UK Power Networks) as opposed to license
areas
Electricity Distribution regulatory period 1 (2015 -2023)
Element Energy Load Growth
Extra-High Voltage
Within UK electricity industry “extra-high voltage” refers to voltages lower than
132kV but greater than 11kV. 132kV, the highest voltage network that UKPN
manage is considered in its own category.
UK Power Networks’ SCADA and network management system.
Eastern Power Network
One of the licensed power networks owned by UK Power Networks.
High Frequency Current Transformer
High Voltage
Within UK Power Networks “high voltage” refers to voltages 11kV and below but
greater than 400V (which is classified as low voltage)
Imperial College London
Intelligent Electronic Device
Innovation Funding Incentive
An innovation incentive program established by Ofgem, but that has been
discontinued with the transition from DPCR to RIIO.
London Power Network
One of the licensed power networks owned by UK Power Networks.
Load Related Expenditure
Low Voltage
Within UK Power Networks “low voltage” refers any voltage up to 400V.
Metering Point Administration Number
Next Generation Network
Refers to CIGRÉ’s young member group
Northern Powergrid
Operational Expenditure
Partial Discharge
Planning Load Estimate
Revenue equals incentives, innovation, and outputs
Remote Terminal Unit
Supervisory Control and Data Acquisition
South Eastern Power Network
One of the licensed power networks owned by UK Power Networks.
Transient Earth Voltage
UK Power Networks
Worst Performing Circuit
HV feeders identified as having unacceptable reliability performance.
Cross-Linked Polyethylene
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2 Executive Summary
In today’s changing network environment, the ability to quickly model and understand the impact of
different social, technological, and economic conditions on customer load is important for the planning
and sustainability of the network. Combining this information with a whole-of-network modelling and
analysis tool provides network operators with a view of future network expenditure, sensitivity to
different scenarios, and prevailing solutions. Similarly, financially challenging conditions will require
that assets are more intelligently monitored and targeted for maintenance and replacement, while still
ensuring a high level of network reliability.
This report provides an overview of my work within the Network Design Standards and Future
Networks teams relating to:





The Transform model, Element Energy Load Growth model, and Imperial College London
Load Related Expenditure model. These models provide UK Power Networks with an
understanding of their long-term load growth, estimated customer load profiles, and long-term
load driven investment costs.
UKPN’s application of the IPEC online partial discharge monitoring tool for proactive
identification and location of faults on HV switchgear and cables.
Undertaking large scale data analysis to assist in understanding and improving network
reliability.

It provides overviews of these models, systems, and analysis, detailing the work that I have
undertaken in each area.
From my experience, I believe that the load growth and network modelling systems described show
promise for use within the Australian electricity supply industry. Indeed, the New Zealand Energy
Networks Association has already moved to apply the Transform model to its constituent networks as
a means of estimating the impact of new technologies and changes in customer usage on their
network.
Although partial discharge testing and monitoring is not particularly new to the Australian electricity
supply industry, the manner in which it has been adopted by UK Power Networks will aid in improving
network performance, while taking a lower-cost, condition-based approach to asset management.
In August 2015 I will be starting with Commonwealth Edison in Chicago, Illinois, based in the Smart
Grid and Technology team, where I hope to gain experience with smart grid technologies and their
application in improved asset management, utilisation, and network performance.
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3 Introduction
This report builds on my previous quarterly reports undertaken on the E. S. Cornwall Memorial
Scholarship. For more information on past and future reports see http://escornwall.com.au/index.php
/category/study-topics/optimise-expenditure-on-asset-management/.

3.1 Motivation
Australian Transmission and Distribution Network Operators (TNOs and DNOs) are under continual
pressure to provide a more economical, efficient network while ensuring the reliability and security of
supply to consumers. Recent years have seen the prevailing perception of electricity network service
providers as over investing, building “gold-plated” networks. This has been compounded by a circa
70% increase in the average cost of residential electricity from 2008 to 2012, with 51% of this price
1
being made up of network charges [1] .
During the same period advances in distributed generation and its affordability (through incentives
and economies of scale) have placed significant pressure on the traditional operating model of TNOs
and DNOs. If TNOs and DNOs are to remain relevant players in the electricity supply chain they will
have to adapt to the changing network environment and increasingly competitive market in all facets
of their business. One area that will be heavily impacted by this drive for efficiency and change will be
asset management, the focus of my placement on the E. S. Cornwall Memorial Scholarship.

3.2 Area of Research
During my tenure on the E. S. Cornwall Memorial Scholarship I will explore ways of optimising capital
and operational expenditure in asset management. In particular, I am interested in understanding
how:





International best-practice asset management techniques, such as the Publicly Available
Specification (PAS) 55 (PAS55:2008) and the recently published International Standards
Organisation (ISO) 55000 (ISO55000:2014), can be used to drive efficiency in asset
management.
Improvements in data availability and analysis can be used to better understand network and
asset performance, subsequently driving more informed and better value investment in
assets.
New technologies can be utilised within the network to improve network performance as an
alternative or method of deferring expensive network augmentations.

I will also gain exposure to leading business practices, systems, technologies, and research that may
fall outside of these core areas. Where this occurs I will provide information as an appendix to my
scholarship reports.
To achieve this body of research I am undertaking two, nine-month placements within:



UK Power Networks (UKPN) – a DNO servicing the south eastern region of England in the
United Kingdom; and
Commonwealth Edison (ComEd) – a transmission and distribution network operator
servicing the northern Illinois area in the USA.

This document is the third of six quarterly reports that will be compiled throughout my placements on
the scholarship. It covers the final three (of a total nine) months that I have spent at UKPN based in
Crawley, Sussex, England.

1

For indicative purposes only, over the same period the UK saw a circa 15% increase in the price of domestic
electricity (calculated form [16]) with 16% of this price consisting of distribution and 4% of transmission charges
(excluding taxes) [17, 9].
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During this period I have continued my work with the Engineering Standards team, but have also
spent time working with the Future Networks team who are responsible for many of the Network
2
Innovation Allowance (NIA) and Network Innovation Competition (NIC) projects . This experience has
allowed me to work within two diverse areas.
My work within the Engineering Standards team has been focused across a number of areas, namely:




The Element Energy Load Growth model, firstly understanding the tool developed by Element
Energy, and secondly investigating and developing a scalable method for disaggregating load
forecasts to a secondary substation level.
Analysing the performance of EPN and SPN during historical storm events, with the aim of
identifying possible trends or areas for improvement in relation to storm reports during faults.
Further developing the Excel-based tool that is used to identify UKPN’s worst performing
circuits.

While undertaking this placement I worked concurrently with the Future Networks team gaining
experience with UKPN’s online partial discharge (PD) monitoring system.

4 Background
For an overview of UKPN and their constituent networks, see Section 4.1 of my first quarterly report
[2].

2

With the change from DPCR5 to RIIO-ED1 the Innovation Funding Incentive (IFI) and Low Carbon Networks
Fund (LCNF) will be replaced by the Networks Innovation Allowance (NIA) and Networks Innovation Competition.
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5 Placement Experience
The following section is an overview of work that I have completed, including lessons learnt from my
experience. Where possible, I have drawn comparisons as to how my experience may be of value to
the Australian electricity supply industry.

5.1 Long-term Planning and Scenario Assessment3
Historically, DNOs (and the electricity supply industry) could rely on sustained and predictable load
growth when developing investment plans. The changing landscape within the electricity supply
industry in the UK and internationally has complicated this task significantly. Technologies such as
electric vehicles, energy efficient appliances, distributed generation, and storage will change the way
consumers interact with the electricity network, and the amount of energy they use. The challenge for
the electricity supply industry is to understand how this landscape will change and to best prepare for
possible future scenarios.
During my second quarter with UKPN I became aware of some interesting and innovative work that
had been undertaken within the UK, and by UK Power Networks specifically, to better understand this
challenge. As a result I sought a placement within the Network Design Standards team of Engineering
Standards. While based with this team I aimed to gain exposure to the Element Energy Load Growth
(EELG) model and the Imperial College London (ICL) Load Related Expenditure (LRE) model to
understand the underlying algorithms, possible limitations, and how they have been of benefit to
UKPN. Both models, along with a summary of the work that I completed, are discussed in this section.
For completeness I have provided an overview of the Transform model. In addition to this summary I
recommend reviewing the final scholarship report [3] of past E.S. Cornwall Scholar Robyn O’Connor,
who undertook a placement with EA Technology and was involved with the implementation of the
Transform model in New Zealand.
5.1.1 The Transform Model
To assist in understanding how the “low carbon transition” will impact future energy usage, peak
demand, and network investment, Ofgem and the Department of Energy and Climate Change
(DECC) established the Smart Grid Forum in 2011, with Work Stream 3 being focused on assessing
the impacts of a range of different future (low carbon) scenarios [4]. Work undertaken by this group
led to the production of the Transform model by EA Technology and a consortium of contributing
parties [5].
To model a substantial and complex network like the constituent license areas of the UK, the
Transform model utilises simplified network models that are defined by key parameters; such as
network: type (urban, suburban, or rural), topology (radial or meshed); and construction (overhead or
underground). These simplified models are combined to build a representative model of the
respective license areas. In addition, data around consumer demographic (residential, commercial, or
industrial; appliance usage; and energy efficiency), and technology uptake is used in understanding
load growth on representative models of the network. The resulting network model and scenario
growth forecast inherent in the Transform model is used to estimate required network investment by
applying a range of traditional and “smart” solutions. In each case, solutions have been characterised
to allow the Transform model to identify the most suitable and cost effective outcome. In doing so the
model is also able to represent different investment strategies (e.g. favouring traditional or “smart”
solution investment). The resultant output provides a summary of the investment required and
investment portfolio by solution; thus enabling and understanding of:



the potential impact of likely future scenarios;
estimations of the investment required to meet the challenge of these scenarios; and

3

A good summary of the Transform model, Element Energy Load Growth model, and the Imperial College Load
Related Expenditure model is available in Section 2.1 of [11]
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the best value long-term investment options and overall strategies.

Ofgem required that all UK DNOs utilise the Transform model (or suitable alternative) as a part of their
RIIO-ED1 business plan justification. For a detailed overview of UKPN’s application of the Transform
model and its use within their RIIO-ED1 business plan see Section 6.3 and 6.4 of [6]. For the detailed
report into the findings for the Transform model, as conducted by the Smart Grid Forum - Work
Stream 3, see [7]. This report provides a detailed analysis of Great Britain’s network investment
forecast as calculated by the Transform model from 2012 to 2050.
Although the parameterised network representation used in the Transform model aids in reducing
computational complexity, UKPN (and indeed other DNOs) found that the generalised nature of this
model failed to accurately capture important network and customer demographic information that
could impact the outcome of the forecast. Therefore, UKPN sought the experience and expertise of
4
5
Element Energy and the Imperial College London (ICL) to develop models that more accurately
capture the operating conditions of its network. The two resulting models are outlined in the following
sections.
5.1.2 Element Energy Load Growth (EELG) Model
During my time with the Network Design Standards team I was given access to the Element Energy
Load Growth (EELG) model, allowing me to gain an understanding of the model inputs, underlying
calculations, assumptions, and outputs, while running my own scenario assessments. Because of the
confidential nature of the model I am not able to cover these elements in great detail; however, the
following section provides an overview of key inputs and outputs of the model.
The EELG model was developed to improve the accuracy of load growth forecasts for UKPN’s
network. One of the major improvements (in comparison to the Transform model) is the consideration
of customers and customer characteristics. The EELG model develops a highly disaggregated model
of network loading (to a secondary distribution substation level) by:






Establishing a set of customer classifications within each consumer type (i.e. within the
residential, commercial, and industrial groups). For example:
o Residential customers, who are classified by: age of dwelling, size of dwelling,
location (urban, suburban, or residential), and availability of gas.
o Commercial customers, who are classified by their usage (retail, hospitality, leisure,
education, etc.).
o Industrial customers, who are considered as a single group.
6
Classifying customers using Experian Mosaic data [8], which identifies customer and
7
housing demographic by postal code sector to apply the aforementioned customer
classifications. These customer classifications are used to understand localised technology
and efficiency uptake trends based on affluence and type of housing.
Aggregating these customer types using UK Power Networks network connectivity data.

4

Element Energy (http://www.element-energy.co.uk/) is a consultancy based in the UK who specialise in low
carbon energy analysis.
5
The Imperial College London (http://www.imperial.ac.uk/) is public research university located in London, which
is amongst the top-ranked universities internationally and is known for its strength in engineering research.
6
Experian (http://www.experian.co.uk/) is a consultancy that provides data and analytic services to businesses.
Their Mosaic dataset and analysis provides market classifications and segmentations by post code sector for the
UK and Scotland.
7
The UK utilise a high resolution post code system (in comparison to that used in Australia). A complete post
code, consisting of area, district, sector, and unit codes identifies on average 15 customers or postal addresses.
Therefore data on customer type by postal sector provides a detailed geographical understanding of customer
composition.
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Having established this detailed view of the customer composition of the network, the EELG model
applies detailed and quite complex scenario analysis in estimating how customers’ usage will change
over the study period. Scenario inputs for this model take account of:





economic growth, including growth in housing stock;
gains in energy efficiency for residential, commercial, and industrial customers;
market reforms and changes to customer usage through demand management and time of
use tariffs;
the proliferation of heat pumps and low carbon technologies such as, electric vehicles, photovoltaic generation, and wind generation.

These scenario inputs and the subsequent modelling method are summarised in Figure 1,
demonstrating how input data on customers and future scenario (as discussed above) is integrated
with network connectivity data to provide output forecasts across a number of areas and at all levels
of the network.

Figure 1: Overview of EELG model inputs and outputs (modified from [9])

The output of this model provides UKPN with an understanding of future growth on their network and
sensitivity to the range of scenario inputs, complimenting the Transform model and the work of the
Future Grid Forum - Work Stream 3. Given the disaggregated nature of the output data it is also used
to feed the ICL Load Related Expenditure (LRE) model discussed in Section 5.1.4
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5.1.3 Load Disaggregation Algorithm
While gaining exposure to the EELG and ICL LRE models, my main focus was to prototype a generic
and scalable load disaggregation algorithm that could be used to compare the performance of the
8
EELG forecasts (at a secondary substation level) with that of the Planning Load Estimates (PLEs). In
doing so I developed an Excel-based tool to compare a number of methodologies, measuring and
comparing the performance of each.
With access to a variety of data sources and using my experience with the EELG model I proposed,
implemented, and tested four load desegregation methodologies. They were (in order from simplest to
most complex), allocating load based on:
Algorithm 1 - Proportional capacity of secondary substation (load disaggregated to secondary
substation level).
Algorithm 2 - Proportion of connected customers (load disaggregated to secondary substation
level).
Algorithm 3 - Proportional customer contribution using Elexon customer classifications and
load profiles [10] (load disaggregated to customer level).
Algorithm 4 - Proportional customer contribution using Experian Mosaic customer
classifications [11] and Low Carbon London smart meter load profiles [12]
(load disaggregated to customer level).
Algorithms 1 and 2, which were the most basic and straightforward, provided a baseline with which to
measure the performance of the two more complex methods (algorithms 3 and 4). It was expected
that, by taking account of the different types of customer that make up a network area, the more
complex methods should outperform the simpler methods.
Of the two more complex methods, the one utilising Elexon’s customer classifications grouped
customers into one of eight classifications based on being residential (domestic) or commercial and
9
10
industrial (non-domestic), with consideration for economy 7 and peak load factor (in the case of
non-domestic customers) [10]. This was achieved using customer connection (MPAN) data to identify
if a customer was residential, or commercial and industrial as well as their access to the economy 7
tariff. Where customers were identified as being commercial and industrial without access to economy
7 they were randomly allocated (using a continuous uniform distribution) across the remaining five
non-domestic classes. Each of these customer classifications had defined characteristic load profiles.
For the method using Experian’s Mosaic customer classification, residential customers were allocated
into one of 15 classifications using customer connection (MPAN) and Mosaic postal code sector data.
In this way, the model was more closely aligned with the EELG’s approach of using postal sector data
to understand customer composition for parts of the network. The customer sector classifications
used by Mosaic were based predominantly on their approximate age group, household size (number
of occupants), and level of financial affluence [11]. These classifications were then mapped to the
Low Carbon London smart meter profiles provided in Section 3.2, Figure 7 of [12], which were solely
based on number of occupants and level of financial affluence. The level of customer demand
diversity was further modelled by taking account of the probabilistic peak demand of each customer
type as shown in Section 3.3, Figure 8 of [12]. Commercial and industrial customers were classified
using the Elexon methodology.

8

The Planning Load Estimates (PLEs) consists of a set of detailed site-by-site load forecast defined for each
primary substation within UKPN’s network. PLEs take into account genuine winter and summer historical
maximum demands, operational changes to the network, and a simple growth trend to estimate the future load on
a primary substation site.
9
Economy 7 is an off-peak tariff established in the 1960s, traditionally for heating purposes, to utilise spare
capacity from base-load coal fired and nuclear generation. It provides a reduced rate for electricity during the
late-night and early-morning hours.
10
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Both methods provided a means of estimating the load contribution of each customer on the network
specific to a season of the year, day within the week, and time within the day. These contribution
factors could then be used (along with network connectivity data) to disaggregate load contributions
from a set point on the network (e.g. primary substation or feeder) down to a customer level.
To test the performance of each algorithm a number of different allocations were run on a test primary
substation. The availability of half hour averaged meter data from the primary substation, its outgoing
feeders, and the majority of supplied secondary substations provided a good measure of accuracy at
a number of levels of the network. From this testing I found that Algorithm 4 consistently provided the
best performance (i.e. lowest mean absolute error and error standard deviation when comparing
calculated load contribution with actual), with Algorithm 3 generally performing the worst. However
and interestingly, all four methodologies had comparable performance (i.e. same magnitude mean
absolute error and error standard deviation), with both the mean error and standard deviation being
unexpectedly high (in the order of 60-100kVA for both measures at the secondary substation level).
Given this performance it was questionable as to how applicable any of the algorithms were at such a
disaggregated level.
In an attempt to understand how to improve each algorithm I investigated secondary substations with
high errors to identify a possible cause for the inaccuracy. From my observations I found that errors
were largely caused by:



incorrect classification of customers as residential, or commercial and industrial; and
seemingly anomalous industrial sites having higher-than-predicted load contributions.

Owing to time limitations I was not able to investigate this further, but presented these findings and
recommendations to my colleague (and supervisor during this period) Matthew Corbridge (Network
Development Engineer) for possible future improvement.
5.1.4 Imperial College London (ICL) Load Related Expenditure (LRE) Model
As with the EELG model, which was developed as an extension to the load forecasting component of
the Transform model, UKPN sought the experience and expertise of the ICL in developing a whole-ofnetwork (i.e. EHV, HV, and LV) model of UKPN’s three license areas. The resulting model is one that
can be used for a number of applications, but is primarily used alongside load forecasts from the
EELG model to understand the impact of this load growth on the network and to estimate required
load related expenditure (hence the name LRE model).
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Figure 2: Imperial College London (ICL) Load Related Expenditure (LRE) model process flow (modified
from [13])

In more detail, the LRE model provides accurate network representations of UKPN’s EHV and HV
networks (derived from a culmination of UKPN’s own network models developed in DIgSILENT Power
11
Factory, DINIS, and GROND), while using a fractal model to approximate and simplify analysis of
the LV network. This network model, along with a number of other inputs outlined in Figure 2, feed
12
ICL’s optimal power flow algorithm in calculating the impact of load growth on the network. Where
network constraints (i.e. capacity, voltage, or fault) are identified, the model is capable of assessing a
number of traditional and “smart” investment options and selecting the most cost effective. In this way,
using the year-on-year load growth rate from the EELG model, the ICL LRE model is able to identify
the optimal investment profile over the study period. This enables UKPN to quickly estimate their load
related expenditure profile, sensitivity to different load growth scenarios, and breakdown cost and
quantity by remedial option.
5.1.5 Lessons Learned
From my experience with the EELG and ICL LRE models, and my research into the Transform model,
it is evident that these tools, although not perfect, provide a basis for estimating and understanding
the financial impact of the changing industry, consumer, and economic conditions. I believe the ability
to quantify the impact of these changes on the network as well as the sensitivity to different scenarios
is an important part of business planning and indeed asset management.

11

By definition a fractal is, “a curve or geometrical figure, each part of which has the same statistical character as
the whole.” In this application ICL utilised fractal analysis on the LV networks of all three of UKPN’s license areas
to identify characteristic network types which are similar across UKPN’s network. Using this methodology ICL
were able to identify a set of circa 800 characteristic LV networks which accurately describe the node and load
density of circa 100,000 LV networks. In doing so the ICL LRE model is only required to model circa 800 LV
network models to understand the performance and expected expenditure on UKPN’s entire LV network.
12
Optimal power flow algorithms take account of network attributes like capacity, configuration, available
generation, and load alongside an optimisation function to identify the optimal network operating conditions.
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Within Australia I can see substantial value in applying similar modelling tools, particularly the likes of
the ICL LRE model. Such a detailed whole-of-network modelling process could assist DNOs in
understanding the large-scale financial impact of increased penetrations of rooftop PV generation and
electric vehicles, while also helping to identify cost efficient “smart” solutions to minimise their impact.
As a result of my work in this area I also reviewed a number of the Low Carbon London Network
Planning (C) reports. These reports provide an insight into future challenges and opportunities for
DNOs, as well as a number of interesting findings; I recommend them as a valuable reference
document. In their entirety, the Low Carbon London learning reports cover four key research areas:
A.
B.
C.
D.

Demand side response and distributed generation
Electrification of heat and transport
Network planning
Future distribution system operator

All reports are available from http://innovation.ukpowernetworks.co.uk/innovation/en/Projects/tier-2projects/Low-Carbon-London-(LCL)/.

5.2 Online Partial Discharge (PD) Monitoring
The monitoring of partial discharge (PD) in assets is not a particularly new idea. However, with
improvements in online monitoring and reducing costs PD monitoring is becoming well established as
a means for understanding the condition of ageing high value or critical assets without the need for
offline testing. UKPN, in cooperation with a number of industry partners, have long been involved in
the development of PD monitoring systems and analysis techniques. In particular, UKPN undertook
an Innovation Funding Incentive project [14] to test the use of online PD monitoring in pre-emptively
identifying and rectifying faults on switchgear and cables. This project, which was closed-out in March
2012, is now been adopted as business as usual within UKPN. It is this application of widespread
online monitoring systems for switchgear and cables that I found particularly interesting.
To gain exposure to this system, its use within UKPN, and to understand the benefit delivered, I
sought a period of work with the Future Networks team in collaboration with the Asset Strategy and
Performance team. During this period I was working to better embed the PD monitoring system within
the business by progressing a number of cable investigations, coordinating with the PD service
13
provider IPEC , and reviewing and providing feedback on a number of “LOT 5” innovation proposals.
The “LOT 5” call for innovations was published by UKPN to seek input from industry on innovative
developments in PD monitoring and condition assessment of cables [15]. Owing to the confidential
nature of the “LOT 5” innovation proposals, I am not able to discuss this work in more detail.
However, this section provides a brief overview of PD, with links to relevant references, as well as an
overview of the system used by UKPN and lessons learned.
5.2.1 Overview of Partial Discharge
In its most common form, PD is known as corona discharge, which predominantly occurs on EHV or
HV overhead networks at points of high electromagnetic stress (e.g. on the live electrode of an arc
gap). The occurrence of corona discharges within air presents little concern to the health of assets
themselves as the insulating medium (air) is quickly refreshed. However, in applications using solid or
contained insulation (e.g. gas or oil) where the insulating medium is not easily refreshed, PD is more
of a concern.
PD may occur as a result of manufacturing defect, pollution, damage, ageing of material, or
overvoltage, whereby the insulation has reduced breakdown strength or the insulation is under
increased electromagnetic stress. In these circumstances the dielectric strength of small portions of
the insulating material is exceeded and a PD arc results. This process of arcing reduces the insulating
13

Independent Power Engineering Consultants (IPEC) are a consultancy based in Manchester in the UK who
specialise in PD testing and monitoring of cable and switchgear assets.
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properties of the arcing medium by tracking, treeing, or general degradation; thus making it more
prone to future PD. Over a prolonged period of time this degradation will compromise the insulation
and likely result in disruptive failure due to flashover.
Each PD creates a small impulse signal that is transferred through the surrounding insulation,
normally to the metallic housing or, in the case of cables, the earth sheath. PD testing and monitoring
techniques aim to identify and locate these discharge signals by monitoring the metallic casing of
assets, earth sheath terminations, or within the insulating medium.
For a more technical overview of PD theory and models, including some applications of testing see
[16].
5.2.2 Online Monitoring and Fault Identification
The ability to detect and locate the source of PD identifies assets that are prone to failure, enabling
proactive maintenance and replacement. The system developed by IPEC and employed by UKPN in
online monitoring of their cable and switchgear assets consists of three components:




a range of online monitoring sensors, processing, and communication equipment;
a web-based analysis and reporting tool; and
on-site testing systems.

The use of these components in the detection, location, and prevention of faults is outlined in Figure 3
and discussed in more detail below.

Online
monitoring and
detection

Analysis and
reporting

On-site testing
and PD location

Remedial work

Follow-up
testing (proof)

Figure 3: IPEC / UKPN online PD monitoring process

The online monitoring component of the system that is responsible for measuring and recording PD
uses three IPEC sensors: an ultrasonic acoustic sensor (switchgear), a transient earth voltage (TEV)
sensor (switchgear), and high frequency current transformers (HFCT) (switchgear and cable). UKPN
has employed approximately 2,000 of these sensors across its network covering 60 primary
substations predominantly focused in LPN. The two most commonly used sensors, the TEV and high
frequency CT, work by detecting electrical PD pulses (in the order of mV peak) which are created on
the casing of metal clad switchgear or on the earth sheath of cables. Accurately measuring and
recording these PD pulses not only enables the identification of PD (particularly from noise), but also
enables advanced analysis as discussed below.
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The data collected from the monitoring system is communicated to a central server that is responsible
for processing and analysis. Fundamental to the processing algorithm is the resolution of actual PD
activity from noise. A summary of some of the common signal processing techniques used to remove
noise from PD signals is covered in [17]. Once actual PD activity has been resolved from noise, the
14
amount (count) of PD activity and PD magnitude (in pC ) are calculated. Using this information
IPEC’s proprietary analysis system provides a range of reports for use in manual (human) analysis
and understanding detected PD activity. These include:





asset criticality ranking (based on PD activity);
polar and phase-resolved plots of PD activity, showing the point of occurrence of PD on the
voltage cycle;
correlation of PD activity with load, as well as a number of other environmental variables
(temperature and humidity); and
identification and classification of PD activity by pulse signature, enabling the identification of
different PD sources and their level of activity.

This analysis system utilises automated algorithms to identify and alarm on assets exhibiting certain
PD trends, such as sustained high levels of, or trending increase in PD activity. These alarms are
used to flag assets for onsite investigation and PD location. On site investigations, conducted by IPEC
engineers, are aimed at locating the source of the PD to a high degree of confidence and accuracy
(e.g. to a single switchgear panel’s cable terminations or cable box, or to within a few meters on a
cable). During my time working on the project I was able to attend a PD mapping exercise with IPEC
engineers, providing a valuable insight to the tools and processes used to locate the PD source.
Switchgear testing uses a combination of ultrasonic and TEV sensors placed in different locations on
the switchgear casing. Ultrasonic sensors are used to locate the general vicinity of the PD, while
multiple TEV sensors are used to accurately triangulate the source of PD by detecting the difference
in propagation or arrival times between the various sensors. Cable testing uses the principle of timedomain reflectometry to estimate the location of the fault by measuring the travel time (or time delay)
of a PD impulse and its reflection(s), which travel along the earth sheath of a cable.
Mapping the source of PD on a cable requires accurate measurement of the cable length. This can be
achieved by injecting known signals on the cable sheath and measuring the travel time between a
pulse being injected and the reflection being received. The mapping of PD uses the same principle,
but instead using the known cable length, propagation speed, and time difference between the initial
PD pulse and its reflection arriving at the monitored end to pinpoint the location of the fault.
Successful PD investigations result in a fault summary report that is issued to UKPN for corrective
work or continued monitoring. If an outage can be secured for remedial action to be undertaken, the
identified PD location is inspected for evidence of damage (through intrusive maintenance) and is
generally replaced. Where an outage cannot be secured or where workloads limit the ability for
remedial work to be undertaken, sites are monitored for any changes in PD activity. Following the
completion of remedial work a final “proof” investigation is undertaken (using online monitoring) to
confirm that the PD source has ceased, signalling successful prevention of a fault.

14

PD signal magnitude is measured electrically in mV; however, it is common for PD magnitude to be reported in
pico-Coulombs (pC). This value represents the apparent charge of the PD and is not equivalent to the charge
present within the PD itself. As defined in IEC 60270:2000, the apparent charge is the “charge which, if injected
within a very short time between the terminals of the test object in a specified test circuit, would give the same
reading on the measuring instrument as the PD current pulse itself.”
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5.2.3 Lessons Learned
My experience working with UKPN’s implementation of the IPEC monitoring system improved my
understanding of PD monitoring and location. I also became aware of some of the challenges and
limitations of using such a system.
Foremost amongst these is the lack of means to estimate an asset’s remaining life or time to failure
from PD data. While there has been much research in this area [18, 19, 20] (to name a few)
consensus is that there is little correlation between PD magnitude, frequency, and time to failure. This
has been evident in UKPN’s experience, whereby assets have shown high levels of PD magnitude
and activity for sustained periods without failure, while others have failed in relatively short timeframes
after displaying lower levels of PD activity. Some analysis [20] has shown that short increases or
trends in PD may be a more reliable indicator of imminent failure, however this has not been
developed sufficiently. The lack of indication of time to failure makes the prioritisation of corrective
action to avoid faults difficult, especially when considering resourcing and budgeting constraints. This
is one of the issues for investigation as a part of the UK Power Networks’ “LOT 5” call for innovation.
There are also a number of factors impacting the success rate of PD location, namely:




PD signal attenuation (on cables);
noise (on cables and switchgear); and
variability and unpredictability in PD activity (on switchgear and cables).

To minimise the impact of these issues and improve the success rate of PD location on cables IPEC
and UKPN have investigated the use of an auto-mapping tool [21]. Once set up by an engineer, this
system is left onsite for an extended period to map PD location using a much larger and more robust
dataset. This longer period of data capture provides higher confidence location and detection of
smaller magnitude or less active PD sources. At present this system is not widely used across
UKPN’s PD monitoring network; however, it shows promise.
Overall the use of online PD monitoring provides a valuable tool to monitor the condition of ageing
assets. The present lack of a predictor of time to failure makes the findings of PD monitoring difficult
to manage; moreover, it makes the value of such a system difficult to demonstrate. As these systems,
methodology, and analysis develop, the value provided by PD monitoring will increase. Within the
ageing asset base of Australia similar systems are already being used. However, given recent
pressure to reduce CAPEX and OPEX budgets, I can see systems like this being used more widely to
enable targeted and cost effective maintenance of assets, as well as assisting in extending assets’
operational lives.

5.3 Network Reliability
As a part of my placement with the Network Design Standards team I completed two projects relating
to the analysis of network performance and reliability, namely worst served customers and summer
lightning storms. These two pieces of work are outlined briefly below.
5.3.1 Worst Performing Circuits (WPCs)
UKPN’s worst performing circuits (WPC) (which applies to HV feeders) are reported internally on an
annual basis. This report is used to drive improvement in network reliability, and is provided to
Distribution Planning engineers for identification of possible remedial work. WPC-related work occurs
in parallel with, but in consideration of, worst served customer work that is undertaken as a part of
Ofgem’s reliability and availability initiative (discussed in my second quarterly report [22]).
My work was focused on the Excel-based tool, which consolidates outage data for unplanned outages
on HV network, customer minutes lost (CML) cost, and number of outages to define the WPCs. In
particular, the WPC tool flags feeders with a CML cost above a defined threshold or where a feeder
experienced more than a defined number of outages in a year. To build on this functionality I
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developed additional filtering, analysis, and prioritisation functionality in consultation with Distribution
Planning engineers, while trying to make the tool user-friendly and “future proof” the underlying code.
Key developments included:







The consideration of outage cause in identifying CML cost that could reasonably be mitigated
and prioritising the resultant feeders. Historically the WPC tool reported CML cost with no
consideration of outage cause. Discussions with Distribution Planning engineers identified
that the lack of this information often resulted in feeders being identified where there was little
that could be done to mitigate outages.
The ability to easily filter WPCs against the worst served customer criteria defined by
15
Ofgem . This was to assist in identifying feeders that would likely supply worst served
customers; thus highlighting WPCs that may be eligible for joint funded augmentation under
the worst served customer initiative.
A number of different feeder ranking methodologies.
A number of charts to aid in visually reviewing and understanding outage performance in
comparison to the defined thresholds.

As a part of the changes made to this tool I reviewed the standard for “Management of HV Circuit
Performance” in alignment with the additional functionality developed.
5.3.2 Lightning Performance and Analysis
In 2013 and 2014 UKPN’s network experienced a number of lightning storms that resulted in
significant outages on the overhead networks of EPN and SPN. As a part of the network reliability
work I completed whilst in the Network Design Standards team, I was responsible for providing a
detailed analysis of the impact of lightning strikes on the network. This analysis was to complement
initial investigations that were completed in the immediate aftermath of the storms.
The purpose of my analysis was to utilise the large datasets for lightning (more than 24,000 lightning
strikes covering a period of one and a half years) and fault activity (circa 60,000 HV and LV events
over the same period) to identify any possible predictors or relationships between lightning activity
and network outages. In particular, I investigated:




The use of linear regression in establishing a predictive relationship between the number of
strikes occurring during a given period and the number of resulting outages.
Using large-scale data processing to understand lightning proximity to overhead network, and
16
thus enabling the linkage of lightning strikes to probable resulting outages .
With this relationship, investigating properties of the lightning strike and the probable resulting
outage.

Owing to the confidential nature of this work I am not able to report exact facts and figures relating to
the data or my findings; however I can discuss general methodology and provide an overview if high
level findings.
The first part of this analysis, using linear regression to investigate and possibly predict relationships
between lightning activity and number of outages, was relatively simple to implement and test. By
plotting time series counts of lightning activity alongside outage reports it was evident that there was
some correlation between peaks in lightning activity and number of network outages. However, it was
also evident from these plots that spikes in outages were not always accompanied by peaks in
lightning activity; thus indicating (as would be logically expected) that there are a number of other
contributing factors to major network events (e.g. high wind). Ideally data pertaining to these

15

Ofgem defines a worst served customer as someone “experiencing on average at least four higher voltage
interruptions per year over a three year period (i.e. 12 or more over three years)” with “a minimum of three higher
voltage interruptions in each year.”
16
The phrase “probable resulting outage” is used because it was not possible with the information available, to
establish a definitive linkage between lightning strike occurrences and network outages.
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additional contributing factors (e.g. wind speed) should be included as features (or inputs) to the linear
regression; however this information was not available.
Without these additional features, the linear regression achieved a very poor fit (correlation) to the
data. Other means of improving this regression were investigated, such as filtering data points with
zero lightning strike counts. Doing so better improved the fit of the linear regression to the data;
however, it was determined that a better fit could be achieved by increasing the number of data points
and features.
The second component of this analysis was completed in two stages, the first aimed to establish
causal links between lightning strikes and outage events, and the second to analyse these lightning
strikes and probable resulting outages. This causal link was established by calculating the
geographical proximity of a lightning strike to a feeder, and then matching any faults reported on the
identified feeder within a reasonable time of the strike occurring. In both of these steps thresholds
were established whereby:



a lightning strike was considered to be too far away from a feeder to have a direct or indirect
impact; or
a fault report was considered to be too far removed in time from any lightning activity near
the feeder to have likely been caused by a lightning strike.

The threshold relating to geographical proximity was set following a literary review on the impact of
lightning on HV overhead lines [23, 24], and after consulting with a surge arrestor manufacturers
(particularly for indirect strikes causing flashover of insulators). The threshold relating to time delay
was estimated by comparing faults reported to have been caused by lightning strikes and preceding
lightning activity. Using this technique a reasonable time delay between lightning strikes and fault
reports was established.
The resulting algorithm was used to analyse all lightning strikes and fault reports within the study
period. Interestingly, this algorithm produced a low success rate, which could logically be explained by
deducing that lightning strikes were responsible for very few outages. That is, that the lightning and
feeder protection were successful in minimising the impact of lightning on feeder performance.
However, the success rate of the algorithm was surprisingly low even when only considering outages
that were recorded as having been caused by lightning strikes. Further investigation identified a
number of possible reasons for this occurring:




To reduce the computational complexity of the algorithm there was assumed to be a one-toone relationship between lightning strikes and feeders. This neglects the possibility that a
lightning strike could impact multiple feeders.
That outages reported as having been caused by lightning strikes may have been incorrectly
classified (i.e. not actually caused by a lightning strike).
That the time delay between an outage occurring and being recorded (particularly during
major storms) may be significantly increased, making it difficult to link a lightning strike to an
outage report using the proposed time delay methodology.

Using the set of lightning strikes that were successfully linked to an outage, I investigated possible
relationships between:



17

lightning strike current and the likelihood of an outage; and
lightning strike current and the severity (CML) of an outage.

The relationship between strike current and likelihood of an outage was tested by comparing the
distribution of strike current for all lightning strikes to the distribution of lightning strikes that were
linked to a probable resulting outage. Using this comparison it was evident that both datasets had
17

The lightning data classified lightning activity into five bands: 10kA, 20kA, 40kA, 80kA, and ≥80kA.
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very similar distributions. This suggests that, although there may be some link between strike current
and likelihood of a fault, there is a stronger relationship between lightning activity and likelihood of a
fault (as investigated in the first part of this analysis).
The relationship between strike current and severity of an outage was similarly tested by comparing
the distribution of strikes that were linked to a probable resulting outage by strike current to the
resultant distribution of CML by strike current. As with the previous relationship, both produced similar
distributions, with the lack of a notable skew in CML distribution to the higher strike currents indicating
that there was no strong relationship between strike current and outage severity. Further investigation
showed that the severity of an outage was more heavily linked to the number of outages occurring at
the time. That is, when more outages occurred in a short period these outages generally had higher
CML. This could be logically attributed to the difficulty managing, resourcing, and responding to
network outages during major network events.
Findings from this analysis, a summary of the algorithms, and proposed future work were documented
in a report and provided to my colleague (and supervisor during this period) Matthew Corbridge
(Network Development Engineer).
5.3.3 Lessons Learned
My work analysing network reliability and resilience provided an interesting insight into the
predominant causes of failure and affected assets on UKPN’s diverse and ageing network. Similarly,
the work relating to lightning strikes improved my understanding of the impact of lightning on
overhead lines, modelling this impact, and the likelihood of occurrence. It also provided me with
exposure to innovative arc gap style surge arresters targeted at providing a cost-effective means of
18
protection against lightning strikes on overhead lines .
Personally, this work provided me with an opportunity to learn and put into practice different data
processing and analysis techniques. It has also reinforced the importance of collecting accurate and
usable fault data for analysis such as this.

18

See Streamer’s series of “SmartArrester” line lightning arresters (http://www.streamer-electric.com/
welcome.html).
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6 Future Works
As this quarter concludes my placement with UKPN, I will now be taking some time off to explore
Europe with family and friends before relocating to Chicago, Illinois where I will begin work with
19
ComEd. During my travels I have also arranged visits to RWTH Aachen University in Germany and
20
the associated E.ON Energy Research Centre in Aachen , where I hope to:







learn about research being undertaken at RWTH Institute for High Voltage Technology;
tour the Institute for High Voltage Technology laboratories;
learn about research being undertaken at the E.ON Energy Research Centre;
21
review the recently commissioned 5MW high-speed test facility , which is used to conduct
hardware-in-the-loop simulations of power electronic converters and electric drives;
review real time simulation system; and
22
review the 4MW wind turbine test facility at the Centre for Wind Power Drives .

Following my relocation to the United States of America, I will be attending the 2015 Chicago Energy
23
nd
rd
Thought Summit held from 22 to 23 July. This event, which is targeted at innovation in the
Midwest American energy sector, will discuss the role of electric vehicles, microgrids, policy and
regulation, and data analytics in developing the power network of the future.
In August I will start with the Smart Grid and Technology team under the supervision of Shay
24
Bahramirad . While working with the Smart Grid and Technology team I plan to learn from ComEd’s
experience with smart grid technology, particularly with innovative systems and analysis that enable
better utilisation of assets and improved network performance. I am currently in discussions with Shay
regarding the specific projects that I will be working on during this period.
I look forward to reporting my experiences during the coming months and in my first quarter with
ComEd in my next quarterly report.

19

See http://www.ifht.rwth-aachen.de/en/
See http://www.eonerc.rwth-aachen.de/
21
See http://www.pgs.eonerc.rwth-aachen.de/cms/E-ON-ERC-PGS/Forschung/Ausstattung/~htky/High-SpeedPruefstand/lidx/1/
22
See http://www.pgs.eonerc.rwth-aachen.de/cms/E-ON-ERC-PGS/Forschung/Projekte/~fbze/Center-for-WindPower-Drives-CWD-/lidx/1/
23
See http://ets-chicago.com/
24
In my second quarterly report I reported that I would be working under the supervision of Daniel Gabel. Since
publishing this report Daniel has secured a new position within Commonwealth Edison and will not be working in
the Smart Grid and Technology team by the time I arrive.
20
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7 Other Works
This section covers other work or experience undertaken during my time abroad that is of interest but
not directly related to my area of research on the E. S. Cornwall Memorial Scholarship.

7.1 Site Visits
During this quarter I was able to attend two visits to UKPN’s West Ham and Bow sites. These site
visits were undertaken as a part of a project for the replacement of two 132kV gas pressurised cables
that connect the Barking and Brunswick Wharf sites. The increased exposure to leaking and failure of
fluid filled and gas pressurised cables (in comparison to alternatives such as XLPE) poses substantial
environmental and operational concerns that have resulted in UKPN prioritising these cables for
decommissioning or replacement wherever possible. The Barking to Brunswick Wharf gas cable
replacement project formed part of this replacement process, which is discussed more broadly in
UKPN’s asset stewardship report for underground cables [25].
25

The West Ham site, which is located to the east of London, consists of one National Grid site, three
UKPN owned sites, and one National Rail site based in the same location. In more detail, the sites
are:






National Grid’s 400/132kV, four 240MVA transformer super-grid (transmission) site, which is a
fully gas insulated substation;
UKPN’s West Ham 132kV gas insulated switchroom (the point of connection from National
Grid’s super-grid site);
UKPN’s West Ham 132/66kV, two 90MVA transformer primary substation;
UKPN’s West Ham 132/11kV, two 60MVA plus two 30MVA transformer primary substation;
and
the West Ham British Rail 132/25kV substation.

Figure 4 provides a small selection of photos taken while on site at West Ham.

(a)

25

National Grid own and operated the UK’s transmission network.
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(c)

(d)
Figure 4: West Ham site photos
(a) National Grid’s super-grid site 400kV incoming feeder, landing span, and gas insulated terminations
(foreground), with two of the 400/132kV 240MVA transformers enclosed in blast walls (background)
(b) UKPN’s 132kV gas insulated switchroom showing the majority of the 21 bays (mostly manufactured in
1992) (bottom running left into photo) with dual busbar (top running right into photo)
(c) UKPN’s 132kV gas insulated switchroom showing side profile of a new bay (manufactured in 2007)
with two (teed or double-banked) cable entries (left running vertically), tee isolation points (middle-left),
circuit breaker (middle-right) and bus selector, and dual buses (top right)
(d) UKPN’s cable shaft (diameter 7.5m, depth 20m), support structures, and two 132kV feeders that
connect West Ham 132kV and Bow 132kV switching station via deep cable tunnel

(a)

(b)
Figure 5: Bow 132kV switching station photos
(a) UKPN’s 132kV gas insulated switchroom showing the 10 bays (some of which are teed or doublebanked) and dual busbar (manufactured in 2007)
(b) UKPN’s cable shaft (diameter 7.5m, depth 16m), support structures, and six 132kV feeders, which
26
connect Bow to West Ham 132kV, Hackney 132kV, and Kings Yard 132/11kV sites via deep cable tunnel

26

The Kings Yard 132/11kV substation was constructed specifically to supply the Olympic park as a part of the
work for the 2012 London Olympics.
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The Bow site, which is located to the east of London and north of the West Ham site, incorporates a
132kV switching station and 132/11kV, two 66MVA transformer primary substation. The Bow 132kV
switching station was constructed as a part of the works for the 2012 London Olympics and provides
132kV interconnection for many of the surrounding primary substation sites. Figure 5 provides a small
selection of photos taken at the Bow 132kV switching station.
7.1.1 Points of Interest and Lessons Learned
My visit to these two sites, discussions with engineers in attendance, and the overview of the project
enabled me to learn more about London’s 132kV network. In particular, I found it interesting to learn
about:







The design and commissioning challenges experienced when expanding the 132kV
switchroom at West Ham and how these issues were overcome.
UKPN’s standard design philosophy for 132kV switchrooms [26], as well as gaining a better
understanding of the design and operation of 132kV switchgear.
The substantial network development that was undertaken in the Olympic Park area prior to
the 2012 London Olympics.
The security considerations and safe guards put in place during the 2012 London Olympics
to ensure security of supply during the Olympics and mitigate the possibility of third party
interference with the network.
The operational (e.g. jointing) and environmental (e.g. leakage) challenges of utilising fluid
and gas pressurised cables and why UKPN is working to steadily replace these cables.
How the project to replace the 132kV cables between Barking and Brunswick Wharf could be
avoided. More specifically, by better utilising existing network capacity and re-configurability
(i.e. load transfers) provided by the works undertaken for the 2012 London Olympics, it is
possible to decommission the 132kV gas pressurised cables without replacement. The
proposed alternative ensures sufficient capacity and security of supply (compliant with
27
Engineering Recommendation P2/6 [27]) for the East London 132kV network at minimal
additional cost. This highlighted the value of “out-of-the-box” thinking, which will likely save
UKPN millions of pounds (£) in cable replacement and better utilise their existing assets.

I would like to thank Panos Xenos (Infrastructure Planning Engineer, UK Power Networks) for making
these site visits possible, for his willingness to share knowledge, and for his overview of the London
network and Barking to Brunswick Wharf 132kV cable replacement project.

7.2 SCADA, Automation, and the Control Centre
As one of the site visits I had sought during this quarter, I was able to visit the UKPN Primary Control
Centre based in Fore Hamlet, Ipswich. While undertaking this visit I was also able to spend time with
engineers who specialise in the supervisory control and data acquisition (SCADA) and
communications network, as well as network automation. Through these discussions I was able to
learn more about the current state, future state, and development challenges facing the SCADA
network and how network automation is being utilised to improve fault response times and minimise
the impact of faults on the HV and LV network.
7.2.1 Control Centre
UKPN’s Primary Control Centre based in Fore Hamlet, Ipswich is a mundane looking, but high
security facility centred around the function of the control room. The control room is a continuously
manned environment, from which all remote switching, fault response, and general network operation
can be monitored and controlled. The function and layout of the control room is divided into four core
teams, three teams are allocated to managing each of the distribution license areas (i.e. one license
area per team), with a fourth team having responsibility for overarching whole-of-network control.

27

The Energy Networks Association’s Engineering Recommendation P2/6 is the standard for distribution network
planning which Ofgem requires DNOs to comply with as a part of their license conditions.
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The role of the control room during unplanned fault events is also greatly assisted through the use of
automation algorithms, which is in turn reliant on the performance of the SCADA and communications
networks, both discussed later in this section.
7.2.2 SCADA and Communications
During my visit to the control centre I was able to spend a number of hours with James Ford (SCADA
Standards Engineer, UK Power Networks), who is heavily involved in setting the strategic direction for
development of UKPN’s SCADA and communication network. My discussion with James covered
historical, present, and future development of the SCADA and communications network within
UKPN’s three license areas.
28

During the 1990s the three license areas utilised two defined levels of SCADA and communication
capability depending predominantly on whether the application was for primary (HV and EHV)
substations or secondary substations (e.g. predominantly 11kV/400V). These systems used differing
remote terminal units (RTUs), communication paths (e.g. UHF radio, copper network, or dial-up
telecommunications), and serial communication protocols. Over the past 20 years, these systems
have been adapted to handle changes to communication path (e.g. moving to satellite, GPRS) and
IP-based communication protocols (e.g. DNP3).
More recently and into the future, one of the biggest challenges facing UKPN’s SCADA and
communications infrastructure is the large scale integration of intelligent electronic devices (IEDs), as
well as the desire to improve control (e.g. demand side management and energy storage) and
monitoring (e.g. network monitoring and asset monitoring) capability on the network. Incorporating
these technologies and functionality into the network will place greater stress on UKPN’s
communication and control infrastructure. To address these challenges UKPN is looking to:






upgrade to a fully IP-based (DNP3) network, which will improve flexibility and throughput;
standardise RTUs utilised across all three license areas, including a move away from the
primary / secondary substation approach to SCADA and communications;
increase the penetration of RTUs across all voltage levels;
develop RTU control logic to improve control of distributed generation (e.g. wind and solar);
and
utilise improved and modern communication platforms (e.g. satellite, ADSL, 4G, fibre).

These changes to SCADA and communications ideology and infrastructure will afford greater
flexibility to incorporate IED and “smart devices,” improve control and monitoring capability, and
modernise communication infrastructure, each of these will assist in “future-proofing” UKPN’s SCADA
and communications network.
7.2.3 Automation
To ensure high reliability supply and to minimise the impact of outages, UK Power Networks have
invested in a world class HV network automation system that handles switching in restoration in the
seconds and minutes following a fault occurring on the network. While at Fore Hamlet I was able to
spend some time with James Allison (Automation Engineer, UK Power Networks) who is involved in
the development of UKPN’s network automation systems. During this time James provided me with
an overview of the existing scripted automation system, which has been in use for a number of years,
as well as the new Automated Power Restoration System (APRS) which is currently being trialled and
adopted on UKPN’s network [28].
The existing (older) automation system utilises pre-scripted process and algorithms developed by
automation engineers specifically for each feeder. These scripts identify which switches and open
28

It is worth noting that, until 1998 EPN (then the Eastern Electricity Board), LPN (then the London Electricity
Board), and SPN (then the South Eastern Electricity Board) operated as three different organisations and
therefore had three different approaches to SCADA and communications.
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points to operate following the initial isolation and identification of approximate fault location. In the
event of a fault on the HV or LV network (failing isolation by LV protection devices), fault indicator
devices (consisting of a simple CT monitoring device), or other protection devices are used to identify
the faulted section of network. Once this has been identified a number of automated switching
operations take place to isolate the faulted section of network, to reconfigure open points in the case
of interconnected HV feeders, and to reenergise the un-faulted sections of network. Where feeders
are reconfigured (i.e. open points are changed) the algorithm estimates the amount of load to be
transferred and compares this to the spare capacity of the secondary feeder(s) in an attempt to
ensure that reconfiguring the network does not overload a secondary feeder.
Following a successful operation, customers on the un-faulted section of network should have supply
29
restored within 3 minutes of initial disconnection . Ideally, in the more remote and less
interconnected networks of EPN and SPN, following the completion of an automated restoration script
a maximum of 350-400 customers should remain offline, an impressive figure given the size and rural
nature of parts of these networks. One of the limitations of the scripted system, owing to the complex
nature of the scripts and short timeframe for restoration, is that they are limited to operating three
switching devices and an open point per script. The newer APRS, developed by General Electric,
provides a far more flexible system that is highly suited to the complex networks of LPN.
Functionally, the APRS is designed to achieve much the same outcome as its predecessor scripted
automation system; however the underlying algorithm of the APRS provides greater functionality and
flexibility. Rather than requiring specially developed scripts, APRS utilises a core processing algorithm
for all areas of the network that it protects. Unlike the scripted automation system, APRS is not limited
to three open points and is capable of operating all remote controlled switches and open points on a
feeder. Moreover, the algorithm utilises all available network loading, asset, and connectivity data to
best allocate load across interconnected feeders. Following a fault APRS is able to perform the postfault analysis, fault detection, calculate optimal sharing of load, and operate switches in less than one
30
minute . The main limitation on this system is the availability of communications-enabled switching
devices, as this determines the area of network that can be automatically isolated. Further integration
of RTUs at secondary substations (as outlined in Section 7.2.2) will continue to improve this
performance, which in turn will improve the APRS’s capability to minimise customer outages.
Some of the secondary advantages of the APRS system include:




The ability to easily perform confidence switching, whereby network operators ring
interconnected HV feeders (i.e. close open points providing a ring feed) and operate network
switches (generally at ring main units). In doing so, engineers are able to exercise operating
mechanisms while pre-emptively identifying faulty switchgear.
The development and carrying out of semi or fully automated switching sheets. When work is
31
being planned or occurring on HV or LV the APRS and ENMAC tools could be used to
automatically generate and carry out switching sheets for all communications-enabled
switches.

7.2.4 Lessons Learned
My visit to Fore Hamlet provided an impressive overview of some of the different components of the
network control functionality within UKPN. From this experience I took a number of observations,
namely:


Some of the challenges involved in maintaining SCADA and communications infrastructure,
which was designed and constructed 20 years prior, but that has been adapted to operate in

29

All outages below three minutes in duration are considered to be short interruptions. Performance on short
interruptions is not currently incentivised by Ofgem (as of DPCR5 and RIIO-ED1).
30
Communication response time is the limiting factor in this sequence.
31
ENMAC is UKPN’s SCADA and network management system.
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a modern-day environment. In some instances this is made even more challenging by
historical differences between the three license areas.
The importance of network monitoring and asset data, particularly for large-scale algorithms
like APRS, which rely on this data to apply intelligent logic without the requirement for human
intervention.
The success of network automation even on more rural networks in minimising sustained
customer interruptions, and more generally the assistance this provides to control centre staff
during outage events.

The increase in RTU-enabled sites in the coming years, as well as the roll out of APRS across more
feeders, promises a continual improvement in network reliability (customer interruptions and customer
minutes lost) during the RIIO-ED1 period. It will be interesting to see how this system performs and
the scale of improvement in network reliability delivered.
Within Australia, the viability and benefit delivered by APRS-style systems would largely depend on
network topology. Rural networks, predominantly consisting of radial overhead lines (often in areas
with limited communication connectivity), are better suited to traditional protection and fault isolation
devices such as pole-mounted reclosers and sectionalisers. However, in areas of high HV
interconnection with good communication and control capability, such as major cities, APRS-style
automation systems would provide a definite benefit by limiting the number of customers exposed to
long-duration outages.

7.3 Distribution Innovation Challenge
The Distribution Innovation Challenge was a one day seminar organised by CIGRÉ UK’s Next
32
Generation Network (NGN) in collaboration with Northern Powergrid (NPg) . Targeted at young
engineers, the event consisted of four different presentations from NPg and industry representatives
as well as a challenge workshop. Outlined below are some points of interest from these
presentations.
“Business need for innovation and our response in Northern Powergrid” presented by Mark
Nicholson (Head of System Strategy, Northern Powergrid)








Innovation is necessary for DNOs to remain competitive and efficient; however it is important
that innovation is targeted and provides benefit. While incentives offered by Ofgem provide
supporting funding, innovation projects should only be undertaken if they deliver an
improvement to customer service, network performance, safety, cost efficiency, etc.
There are three predominant stages to all innovation projects: Invention (i.e. generating ideas)
 Innovation (i.e. trails and testing)  Implementation (i.e. integration into business as
usual). One of the biggest risks with innovation projects is the failure to provide adequate
thought and planning for the implementation stage. Implementation plans should be
adaptable and flexible to known and unknown challenges that will (almost inevitably)
eventuate. Without successful implementation, innovation projects are likely to deliver little
benefit.
NPg’s core innovation strategy for the RIIO-ED1 period is focused on:
o Developing a “smarter powergrid” that takes advantage of low carbon technologies,
distributed generation, and automation to better utilise the existing asset base.
o The rollout of smart meters and the data that they will provide to improve customer
service, network performance, and planning.
o Web-based and digitally enabled services to improve customer experience.
o Improving affordability to protect fuel-poor and vulnerable customers.
DNOs should look to innovation in other industries, or indeed other DNOs, to identify
innovation that has demonstrated proven benefits and that could be adapted or adopted in
their business.

32

Northern Powergrid is one of the six DNOs regulated by Ofgem within Great Britain who own and operate two
of the fourteen distribution license areas.
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“Future energy networks – who needs innovation?” presented by Dr Gareth Taylor (Chief
Executive Officer, Evince Technology)




Proposed that innovation can be seen as an opportunity for growth, improvement in service,
improvement in performance, or it can be seen as a necessary evil. The presenter proposed
that the last of these was the worst approach to innovation.
It’s important when innovating to consider the flow on impacts across the business. Failure to
consider this often results in major issues during the implementation stage. (Reinforcing the
point from Mark Nicholson’s presentation that planning for implementation is vital to success).
It is concerning that industries, such as the electricity distribution industry, often attempt to
innovate in isolation, when it may be more beneficial to work across various industries
partnerships (e.g. traditional generators, transmission network operators, distributed
generation, energy storage, power electronics, modelling, and control industries).
o It’s important that these industries collaborate wherever possible and identify a road
map of future developments. This is important when justifying innovation work to
government and regulators and provides a common view on areas for innovation and
change into the future.

“Northern Powergrid business challenges” presented by Chris Goodhand (Innovation Manager,
Northern Powergrid)



Innovation entails doing more for less money (£) or providing a better service to customers. In
today’s electricity industry, change is becoming a constant and DNOs need to be adaptable to
this change.
NPg have identified the following challenges for their business:
o Achieving fewer and shorter outages.
o Adopting and managing new technologies within the existing asset base.
o Being vigilant of and adaptable to new challenges (particularly given the increased
rate of change in the electricity industry).
o Non-network challenges (e.g. ageing workforce, operating in the new regulatory
model).
Each of these challenges present opportunities for improvement or, if not well managed,
significant risks.
33

“Lessons learnt from the Customer Led Network Revolution ” presented by Ian Lloyd (Low
Carbon Network Technology Manager, Northern Powergrid).





The Customer Led Network Revolution (CLNR) incorporated a number of different areas of
research to understand:
o Customer usage and flexibility to demand management.
o Network flexibility using network automation, real time thermal ratings of assets,
energy storage, network monitoring (to an LV level), and enhanced voltage control.
Using time-of-use pricing signals NPg found that they could achieve a 10% reduction in peak
demand.
Across all of the investigated solutions NPg proposed they could achieve a £390 saving to
2030, although this was dependent on load growth, take-up rates, and a number of other
variables.

The challenge workshop was a teamwork-oriented brainstorming session requiring attendees to
develop proposals or solutions to questions that were identified as major challenges and opportunities
for the network and DNO of the future. There were five specific topics that covered a range of
technical and business issues. Outlined below is a summary of the challenge questions and points of
interest raised by the teams and reviewing panel.
33

The Customer Led Network Revolution was NPg’s a tier two (major) project conducted under the Low Carbon
Networks Fund. See http://www.networkrevolution.co.uk/.
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“How should knowledge management be effectively applied by a network operator to assist the
younger workforce?”





The organisation must first acknowledge this as an issue and be willing to commit to
developing and implementing a solution. Regardless of the chosen solution, it will have nontrivial resourcing and funding requirements. This is something that should be considered as a
part of business strategy.
Proposed that the best means of documenting knowledge may be through: technical
mentoring, written records (in standards and other publications), and through training
sessions.
Ultimately, the ideal platform is one that enables documentation of knowledge for posterity
(e.g. white papers, guides, standards, technical papers). It would also be preferable to use
technologies that are suited to younger engineers (e.g. online learning), but this is likely to be
more challenging and costly to implement.

“What new services could be provided to customers using data from smart meters and
network devices?”



Proposed opportunities included: advising of optimal usage times / tariff, advising on optimal
combination and sizing of PV, battery storage, and EV, automated identification of outages,
improved billing, and general education of customers.
Indirect benefits for customers includes reduced cost of service through, better targeted
investment and development, better utilisation of network assets. However, this does not take
account of the significant upfront cost of installing smart meters and how this will be
absorbed.

“How can a DNO strike the right balance between network measurements and simulation while
still ensuring safe operation of the network?”



Vital to first understand what is needed, what can be simulated with a high level of
confidence, and what are the risks associated.
The balance between monitoring, simulation, and safety should be evaluated on a case-bycase basis. When assessing this, it is important to understand the timeliness and availability
of the output of modelling and monitoring.

“What role should storage technologies play in distribution networks and how should their
benefits be best exploited?”




Summary of the diverse applications of energy storage; for example: capacity constraints
(peak lopping), voltage regulation, reactive power compensation, commercial opportunities,
network stability, reduction in outages, etc..
Conclusion was that energy storage can and should play a diverse role in distribution
network. Combining a number of different functions will ensure that the optimal benefit is
returned from energy storage.
Highlighted issues with ownership, depending on who owns and operates the storage they
may be biased in their application and not benefit the network as a whole.

“How can local communities be encouraged to play a role in the development of distribution
networks?”




Proposed that there should be a central point of knowledge sharing for all elements of the
electrical industry to communicate with community and stakeholders. This platform should
provide two-way engagement that allows local communities and stakeholders to provide
feedback.
Majority of this information is already available (on Ofgem, DNO, TNO, Generator websites),
but this is often technically written and difficult for non-technical stakeholders to understand.
Information needs to be succinct, to the point, and written in lay-person language.
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7.3.1 Lessons Learned
The Distribution Innovation Challenge provided an interesting insight into NPg’s innovation strategy,
particularly in comparison to my exposure within UKPN. Common to all presentations was the
importance of planning, risk management, and the focus on implementation of innovation. The
experience of the presenters’ highlighted that a failure to give adequate consideration to and allow for
flexibility in the implementation stage of an innovation project will likely result in significant delays and
ineffectual deployment.
It was also highlighted that innovation projects should have a strong focus on delivering real cost
savings, and business and customer benefits. This view was reinforced by Ofgem in the draft and
final determination for RIIO-ED1, where it was identified that DNOs had not planned to deliver
sufficient savings due to smart grid and innovation solutions. Specifically, Ofgem stated in their final
determination that, “we don’t believe that the DNOs have sufficiently considered the potential savings
they can make to the cost of running their networks by adopting smart grid solutions. It is important
that consumers receive adequate returns on their investment in innovation trials and the roll-out of
smart meters.” [29]
Within Australia, although innovation funding does not follow the same structure as in the UK, the
recent cuts to the proposed business plans of New South Wales and Queensland DNOs will inevitably
put pressure on funding for innovation projects. This will emphasise the importance that innovation
projects are adequately planned for successful implementation and that they deliver tangible benefits
to the business, customer, or both.
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